DESIGN FORUM
Large group collaboration,
problem solving and solution design
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We believe …
… that the best answers – those that
get implemented and make a lasting
difference – are those that come from
within.

M atter Group

DESIGN FORUM
Large group collaboration, problem solving and
solution design
A DesignForum is a 2-3 day workshop for a large,
heterogeneous group of stakeholders who need to quickly
achieve alignment around a decision, an action-plan, or a
change imperative.

Unlike most other facilitation methodologies, a DesignForum
provides increasing returns to scale: the ability to address
complex issues grows with each additional participant and the
effectiveness increases exponentially with each additional day
of work.

Matter has a unique transformation management methodology
built on a few fundamental elements:

• a specially-built facilitation environment;
• a series of models that help to diagnose the system and
•
•

to shape the discussion needed to bring that system to a
higher level of effectiveness and alignment;
a mix of plenary discussions and break-out activities;
graphic facilitation and content visualization to support and
facilitate discussions and to explain complex concepts and
strategies.

A DesignForum takes participants on
a quest of shared discovery, collective
buy-in and alignment around selfbuilt solutions. It integrates the
knowledge and experience of all
interested parties to identify a
plausible and implementable solution.

Traditional Approach

Matter Approach

Benefits

Current issues

Future state

Focus on future actions

Sequential processing

Parallel processing

Time saving and
integration

Decision and alignment
phases separated

Interdependent and
iterative Decision-making

Acceleration

Discussion about the
journey

Test of future solutions

Variety of quick and
effective solutions

Intervention of subjectmatter experts

Integration of participants’ Shared knowledge and
team building
knowledge

Consultants guide toward
a pre-cooked solution

Co-design between the
facilitator and the client

Consensus and ownership

The facilitator guides
small groups

Participants lead
themselves

Ownership of the
outcomes

Meeting room

Environment and work
process are integrated

Productivity

Traditional learning (from
theory to practice)

Integrated learning
(learning by doing)

Team effectiveness

M atter Group

Participants

Three phases build understanding and alignment in a DesignForum:

In a DesignForum everyone has an essential role in creating the solution: therefore
there are no observers; only participants.

Participants typically fall into three categories
People who decide: Executives, top
managers and explicit decision-makers.
People who know: Line managers and
others who have a deep knowledge of the
issues in question and understand the
variables that make change possible.

People who implement: those who will
take ownership of decisions and solution
elements and will ensure that these are
implemented.

GREATER NUMBER OF
ISSUES TO ADDRESS

WHO SHOULD
COME?

PEOPLE

PEOPLE
WHO

Our collaborative methodology
allows participants to:
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• develop insight through group
problem solving;

• define concrete solutions and action
plans, with a strong commitment to
implementation.
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• learn from each other;
• network at a strategic and operational
level;
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Focus
Simulates alternative
scenarios, to stress test
ideas, that ultimately
develop what is needed to
succeed.

Together with the sponsor team we
create engaging and highly collaborative
work experiences for participants. We
focus on transforming a passive audience
into active participants, creating a unique
context for connections and relationships
that last over time.

HOW MANY PEOPLE?
HOW LONG?

MANY

Scan
Develops a shared
language, to deeply
understand assumptions
and context, to define the
real issues and solutions.

LONGER

Act
Drives towards a detailed
solution, to develop
agreed-upon long-term
and short-term actions.

This approach can be of enormous
value for:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Strategy & Transformation;
Operational Improvement;
Post-merger Integration;
Innovation and Sustainability;
High-Impact Learning and Off-Site
Events;
Focus Groups;
Leadership Team Re-boot.
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